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      SICOLAB - Silent Compressor for Laboratories

  
      silent – compact – mobile

The SICOLAB oil-free compressor system was conceived by Dürr Technik, specifically to be stored and used at the technician’s workbench. This is now possible, due to its extremely quiet, vibration free operation, and the compact size.

The SICOLAB has an appealing, modern look, which perfectly complements other equipment in the laboratory. Its space-saving design allows it to fit neatly under the laboratory desk, while the sound-dampening cabinet substantially reduces noise. The system features an intuitive user interface and a simple plug-and-play operation. SICOLAB is highly mobile due to swivel-wheels and carrying handles. All SICOLAB models are suitable for 100% continuous running
  
  
  





            SICOLAB – all advantages at first glance

      
  
  	Ultra quiet
	Low-vibration
	Compact to fit under the lab desk
	Oil-free
	Modern design
	Plug-and-Play thanks to the quick-connect outlet
	Adjustable outlet pressure simply set the desired pressure up to 8 bar (116 psi)
	Sterile filter (optional) filtration grade 0,01 µm
	Activated carbon filter (optional) removes odor and other impurities from the compressed air
	Mobility - swivel wheels
	Endurance - designed to run even at 100 % duty-cycle
	Automatic condensate evaporator - elimination of manual drainage
	Air tank with anti-bacterial and anti-corrosion coating
	Recessed handles
	Secondary rear panel outlet connection
	Very long service life
	Membrane dryer 100 % duty-cycle (optional)
	Maintenance-free - easy-to-replace filter








  Fields of application for compressed air in the laboratory
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  	Auto-samplers
	Nitrogen generators
	Gas generators
	Lab tests
	Laboratory automation
	Automatic picking systems









      Anti-bacterial coating for the interior tank

  
      Our air tanks feature a proprietary internal, anti-bacterial coating. When the application requires dry air, an optional membrane dryer can be integrated with the system. With this option, the system generates consistently dry, compressed air even at 100 % duty-cycle - perfection made by Dürr Technik.
  
  
  





            Membrane dryer

      
  
  	Economical purge air consumption for improved energy efficiency
	Patented pressure limitation valve for optimizing the starting process
	Flexible: dew point is adjustable to meet the application requirements









  
      Compressed air specification

	Maximum operating pressure 10 bar (145 psi)
	Dew point reduced by up to 60 K (108 °Ra)
	Air quality according to ISO 8573-1 up to class 1:3:1


Ambiant conditions

	Relative humidity up to 95%
	Operating temperature range from 5°C to 40°C (41 °F to 104 °F)


Options

	Membrane dryer
	Sterile filter 0.01µm
	Activated carbon filter
	Spiral coiled hose with compressed air gun
	Spezial voltages on request

  
  
  





      SICOLAB - Oil-free Compressor Station Variants

  
      Oil-free compressor version without membrane dryer
Standard: Intake filter up to 2 µm
Optional: Fine filter unit up to 0.01 µm

Oil-free compressor version with membrane dryer
Standard: Sinter filter, 35 µm, intake filter up to 2 µm, fine filter in membrane dryer 3.0 µm
Optional: fine filter 0.01 µm, activated carbon filter (filters odor and gaseous components from compressed air)

	Type	Air quality	Compressed air class according to ISO 8573-1
	SICOLAB 062	
Oil-free

	4:x:1
	SICOLAB 100	4:x:1
	SICOLAB 200	4:x:1
	  
	SICOLAB 062M	
Oil-free and dry
	4:3.1

	SICOLAB 100M	4:4:1
	SICOLAB 200M	4:4:1
	  
	SICOLAB 062MFA	Oil-free, dry, clean and odorless	1:3:1
	SICOLAB 100MFA	1:4:1
	SICOLAB 200MFA	1:4:1


 
  
  
  





      References
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      We consider the oil-free SICOLAB compressor from Dürr Technik to be one of the best laboratory compressors in the industry in terms of quality, application possibilities and low noise level. It ensures smooth operation when using laboratory equipment. Dürr Technik is the perfect partner for us in the laboratory sector.

M. B. Rajkumar, Head of Operations, 2019
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      The SICOLAB sound compensation station is used in our laboratory as a compressed air source for inverse gas chromatography. Materials are characterized on a molecular level. Since the instrument is located directly at the workplace, we attach great importance to the noise level. The SICOLAB station convinced us here.

L. Hell, Chemical and industrial engineer
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The SICOLAB compressor station is used in our chromatography laboratory to supply compressed air to an air generator for the generation of pure air. It is very quiet and convinces with its mobile and compact undersink design.

C. Ost, Operations IPH, Environmental Protection - Environmental and Process Analytics
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The soundproofed compressor station SICOLAB is a convenient solution for all customers who do not have a central compressed air supply with a piping system. The SICOLAB is an ideal alternative which generates the compressed air directly in the treatment room. In addition, the majority of phaco devices require an operating pressure of 7 bar.


The SICOLAB meets the requirements for central compressed air supply even in large hospitals in Malaysia.

 
Mr E Tsao Chen, Technical Manager from Orbit Medica Sdn Bhd

 










  





  
       
  
  
  




  Easy filter exchange
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    Technical data

  
  


  	Type	Free air flow at 5 bar	Noise level	Motor input	Current consumption	Voltage	Frequency	Protection Class	Weight	Dimensions
	 	(l/min)	PN dB (A)	P1 (kW)	(A)	(V)	(Hz)	(IP)	(kg)	L x W x H (mm)
	Type	Free air flow at 5 bar	Noise level	Motor input	Current consumption	Voltage	Frequency	Protection Class	Weight	Dimensions
	 	(SCFM)	PN dB (A)	P1 (kW)	(A)	(V)	(Hz)	(IP)	(lbs)	
		
        L x W x H (in)
        
        
        
	  
	SICOLAB 062	37	48	0.47	2,3	230	50	IP20	66	510x580x653
	SICOLAB 062	1.31	48	0.47	2.3	230	50	IP20	145.5	20x22.8x25.7
	SICOLAB 100	70	52	0.96	5,3	230	50	IP20	76	510x580x653
	SICOLAB 100	2.47	52	0.96	5.3	230	50	IP20	167.5	20x22.8x25.7
	SICOLAB 200	145	54	1.41	6,5	230	50	IP20	93	510x580x653
	SICOLAB 200	5.12	54	1.41	6.5	230	50	IP20	205	20x22.8x25.7
	SICOLAB 062M	37	48	0.47	2,3	230	50	IP20	68	510x580x653
	SICOLAB 062M	1.31	48	0.47	2.3	230	50	IP20	149.9	20x22.8x25.7
	SICOLAB 062M	42	49	0.56	5,6	115	60	IP20	77	510x580x653
	SICOLAB 062M	1.48	49	0.56	5.6	115	60	IP20	169.8	20x22.8x25.7
	SICOLAB 100M	59	52	0.96	5,3	230	50	IP20	78	510x580x653
	SICOLAB 100M	2.08	52	0.96	5.3	230	50	IP20	172	20x22.8x25.7
	SICOLAB 062MFA	37	48	0.47	2,3	230	50	IP20	68	510x580x653
	SICOLAB 062MFA	1.31	48	0.47	2.3	230	50	IP20	149.9	20x22.8x25.7
	SICOLAB 100MFA	59	52	0.96	5,3	230	50	IP20	78	510x580x653
	SICOLAB 100MFA	2.08	52	0.96	5.3	230	50	IP20	172	20x22.8x25.7
	SICOLAB 200MFA	122	54	1.41	6,5	230	50	IP20	95	510x580x653
	SICOLAB 200MFA	4.31	54	1.41	6.5	230	50	IP20	209.4	20x22.8x25.7
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		    Address Headquarter
		    
		    
    	
    	Dürr Technik GmbH & Co. KG
	Pleidelsheimer Str. 30
	74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen
	
		
	    +49 7142 9022-0
	    
	    
	    
		    
	 office@duerr-technik.de
	
    		
		    Directions
		    
		    
		    
    		
    		


    

    

    
    	Social Media
    
    

    
    	
    	
    

    
    

    

      Address Branch Offices

      	Durr Technik (UK) Ltd
	Unit 13 - The Industrial Quarter
	Bath Business Park, Foxcote Ave,
	Peasedown St. John, Bath
	BA2 8SF
	+44 1761 422944
	office@durrtechnik.co.uk
	
          
            
                Directions
              
          
        



      

      

        
        	Durr Technik USA, Inc.
	1295 Walt Whitman Road
	11747 Melville, NY
	+1 516-214-5659
	+1 516-433-7684
	gtordai@durrtechnikusa.com
	
            
              Directions
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    How can we help you?

    
    
    
    	Get in contact with us by e-mail or telephone.

    
    
    
    
    

    
    
      	
          E-Mail
    	
	
               Contact persons
            
	
               Service contact
            



      
                
         
          
        
       
       
       		
	        
	        
	        Germany
	        
	          
	          +49 7142 90 22-0	        

	        
	        United Kingdom
	        
	          
	          +44 1761 422944
	        

	        
	        United States of America
	        
	          
	          +1 516-214-5659
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